
2. Mystery solved in
plain sight
Could the answer to
unlocking the enigma of
Astrology be hidden in
plain sight? Listen to f ind
out ...

3. What is the Moon's
job?
Learn about the vital role
the Moon plays in
connecting the 5 layers
of consciousness (the 5
koshas) and in making
the mechanic of
Astrology work ...
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Fiona's Friday 5

I really enjoyed this week's podcast because it brings together ancient yoga
texts, vedic models of consciousness and the timeless enigma "How does
Astrology work?"  If  you're the kind of detective who likes mysteries spanning
hundreds of years and artefacts from ancient times, I hope you'll check out
Episode 9 of The Vedic Astrology Podcast.

1. One Thousand Downloads!
Not only was this week's topic super-fun and enlightening - it helped nudge
The Vedic Astrology Podcast over the 1000 mark!! Thanks to everyone for their
support.

https://youtu.be/3oYZcq8XaWg
https://youtu.be/3oYZcq8XaWg
https://youtu.be/0ZB6nHzqjGk
https://youtu.be/0ZB6nHzqjGk
http://localhost:3000/decode_hex/68747470733a2f2f707265766965772e6d61696c65726c6974652e636f6d2f6d3063327638
http://fionamarques.com/
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-CuxgRKV--a4H1rQOXU7SmEY7yC-c6gq
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL-CuxgRKV--a4H1rQOXU7SmEY7yC-c6gq
https://www.fionamarques.com/thevedicastrologypodcast/episode-9-how-does-astrology-work-part-2-michael-reed-ancient-texts-and-an-enigma-unlocked
https://www.redbubble.com/people/VedicArt/explore?page=1&sortOrder=recent


4. The five koshas
Fundamental to solving
this mystery is an
understanding of
consciousness's journey
into the living body and
that's why the 5 koshas is
a vital clue in unlocking
this enigma.

5. Study Hall and
AstroliJam, tickets
available
If  you are currently on
the Apprenticeship, there
are tickets available for
Study Hall this November. 
And everyone is welcome
to join us for AstroliJam
where we are going to
see if  you can predict the
future of this very well-
known person!
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Unsubscribe

Here are links to subscribe to my Mailing list, YouTube channel, Instagram and
Facebook page.  Please feel free to forward them and this newsletter to
anyone you think might be interested.  

If  you would like my help unlocking the enigma of  your chart, please
reach out and book a reading with me today!
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